We prove that for all p > 1, every relatively hyperbolic group has ℓ p compression exponent equal to the minimum of the exponents of its maximal parabolic subgroups.
Introduction and statement of results
Coarse embeddings of discrete metric spaces into Banach spaces are an important tool in geometric group theory, combinatorics and K-theory. They have a strong connection to expander graphs, [LLR95] , [HLW06] , while embeddings into low dimensional spaces are of much interest in computer science, [BDG + 05]. Gromov suggested [Gro93] and later Yu proved [Yu00] that any group admitting a coarse embedding into a Hilbert space satisfies the Novikov conjecture. Kasparov and Yu [KY06] then extended this result to any group admitting a coarse embedding into any uniformly convex Banach space. If, in addition to admitting a uniform embedding into Hilbert space, a discrete metric space has bounded geometry, then it also satisfies the coarse Baum-Connes conjecture, [Yu00] . An introduction to these conjectures can be found in [BCH94] .
As a first step, we recall the definition of a coarse embedding.
Definition 1.1. Coarse embeddings
Let X be a discrete metric space and let Y be any metric space.
A map φ : X → Y is called a coarse embedding if there are two functions ρ ± : R ≥0 → R ≥0 , such that ρ − (r) → ∞ as r → ∞ and
Often such embeddings are called 'uniform', but this term means different things to different areas so we settle instead on the term 'coarse'. By a 'Lipschitz coarse embedding' we mean a coarse embedding with ρ + (n) ≤ Cn and often abbreviate the compression function ρ − simply as ρ. Gromov, [Gro00] , proved the existence of a finitely generated group which does not admit a coarse embedding into any Hilbert space, for more details see [AD] . It is unknown whether such a group can be coarsely embedded into some uniformly convex Banach space.
More recently, Guentner and Kaminker [GK04] introduced compression exponents to distinguish between groups admitting coarse embeddings, dependent on a form of Hölder equivalence. To clarify notation, given two functions f and g, we will write f g to mean there exists some constant C such that f (n) ≤ Cg(n) + C, and write f ≍ g when f g and g f .
Definition 1.2. (Equivariant) compression exponent
Let X be a discrete metric space and let Y be a Banach space. The compression exponent, α * Y (X) is defined to be the supremum of those values α ∈ [0, 1] for which there exists some Lipschitz coarse embedding φ : X → Y with ρ(n) n α .
In the case where the metric space is the Cayley graph of a finitely generated group G, the equivariant compression exponent α # Y (G) is the same supremum but where each coarse embedding must also be equivariant, so there exists some isometric action of G on Y such that φ(g) = g(0 Y ).
is denoted by α * p (X) and α # Y (X) is denoted by α # p (X). We note that α * is a quasi-isometry invariant and therefore is a quasi-isometry invariant of the class of groups. It is not known whether α # is a quasi-isometry invariant, however it is invariant up to choice of finite generating set so the equivariant compression exponent of a finitely generated group is well-defined.
In the case where X is the Cayley graph of a finitely generated group, these values are closely related to forms of amenability. In fact, for amenable groups G, α * 2 (G) = α # 2 (G), this was first proved in the abelian case by Aharoni, Mityagin and Murray, [AMM85] , and then generalised by Gromov. For a full proof, see [dCTV07, Proposition 4.4] . By contrast, any hyperbolic group with Kazhdan's property (T) has α # 2 (G) = 0 and α * 2 (G) = 1. Any finitely generated group with α # 2 (G) > 0 is a-T-menable, moreover, if α # 2 (G) > 1 2 then G is amenable [GK04] . It was conjectured -with strong support from the work linking equivariant compression exponents with the speed of random walks [NP08] , [LP] -that every amenable group G has α # 2 (G) ≥ 1 2 . However, Austin [Aus] answered this in the negative by displaying many finitely generated solvable groups with α Again, searching for a more sensitive invariant, we can ask for bounds (up to multiplicative and additive constants) on the functions ρ that it is possible to achieve as lower bounds for Lipschitz coarse embeddings. Though all finitely generated polycyclic groups G have compression exponent 1, [Tes11] , no such G of exponential growth admits a quasi-isometric embedding into a Hilbert space, [dCT08] .
In [Gro87] , Gromov introduced relatively hyperbolic groups as a generalisation of hyperbolic groups. These groups have many different characterisations: in terms of group actions [Bow99] , group-theoretic structure [Far98] , [Dah03b] , [Osi06] , topology [Yam04] and metric geometry [DS05] . This paper focuses its attention on metric relative hyperbolicity, i.e. asymptotically tree-graded spaces.
The class of relatively hyperbolic groups includes:
(i) hyperbolic groups,
(ii) amalgamated products and HNN-extensions over finite subgroups, (iii) limit groups (fully residually free groups), (iv) geometrically finite Kleinian groups, (v) fundamental groups of finite volume hyperbolic manifolds, (vi) fundamental groups of non-geometric closed 3-manifolds with at least one hyperbolic component.
We mention also that the Teichmüller space (equipped with the Weil-Petersson metric) corresponding to surface Σ = Σ g,n with (g, n) ∈ {(2, 0), (1, 3), (0, 6)} is asymptotically tree-graded, [BM08] .
To apply a little perspective we present an overview of results concerning these three invariants for relatively hyperbolic groups (and sufficiently similar metric spaces).
Simplicial trees of uniformly bounded valency have compression exponent 1, [GK04, Proposition 4.2], a bounding function ρ(n) n log 1 2 (n + 2) log log(n + 2)
. was obtained in [BS08] , before Tessera [Tes11] proved that given any countable simplicial tree there is a Lipschitz coarse embedding into a ℓ p space (p ∈ [1, ∞)) with ρ f for any increasing function f satisfying property (C p ).
In particular, for all ǫ > 0 and all p, f (n) = n (log(n + 2) log log 1+ǫ (n + 2)) 1 p has property (C p ).
Gal [Gal08] proved this independently and extended it to all spaces with finite Assouad-Nagata dimension.
Building on the work of Bourgain, [Bou85] , both authors prove that this tree embedding result is optimal when p ≥ 2. It is certainly not for p = 1 as any countable metric tree (any weighting of the edges of a countable simplicial tree by finite values) can be isometrically embedded into ℓ 1 (E) where E is the set of edges of the underlying simplicial tree.
Moving on to hyperbolic groups, any finitely generated hyperbolic group G quasi-isometrically embeds into a finite product of binary trees [BDS07] , so such groups have Hilbert compression exponent α * 2 (G) = 1. Previous to this, Bonk and Schramm [BS00, Theorem 1.1] found quasi-isometric embeddings of any hyperbolic metric space X with bounded growth at some scale into some hyperbolic space H n . (We recall that bounded growth at some scale means there exist constants R > r > 0 and m ∈ N such that any ball of radius R in X can be covered by m balls of radius r.) As we may quasi-isometrically embed hyperbolic space into a finite ℓ 1 product of (possibly infinite valence) simplicial trees [BS05, Theorem 1.1] for each increasing function f : N → R ≥0 satisfying (C p ) a Lipschitz coarse embedding of X into an ℓ p space with ρ f [Tes11] .
Considering relatively hyperbolic groups, coarse embeddability results were first obtained for free products of coarsely embeddable groups, [CDGY03] , free products of coarsely embeddable groups with non-trivial amalgamation [DG03] and then for all relatively hyperbolic groups whose maximal parabolic subgroups admit coarse embeddings [DG07] . Dreesen, [Dre10] , proves that given finitely generated groups A, B and C, where C is a finite subgroup of A and B,
Within this collection, however, Brodskiy and Higes, [BH] , prove that if two finitely generated groups A and B have finite Assouad-Nagata dimension, then so does A * B. Hence A * B has Lipschitz coarse embeddings with ρ f for any increasing function f with property (C p ) [Gal08] .
Staying within this framework of spaces with a tree-like structure every finite dimensional CAT(0) cube complex has Hilbert compression exponent 1, [CN05] , generalising the result for finite products of simplicial trees. Coxeter groups embed isometrically (and equivariantly) into an ℓ 1 product of finitely many trees [DJ99] , and as each right-angled Artin group is commensurable with some Coxeter group [DJ00] , any Coxeter or right-angled Artin group admits Lipschitz coarse embeddings into some ℓ p space with ρ f for any increasing function f with property (C p ). Additionally, by [Wis, Theorem 17 .4], limit groups (finitely generated fully residually free groups) are virtually undistorted subgroups of right-angled Artin groups, so the result holds for these groups as well. Moreover, such groups admit quasi-isometric embeddings into some ℓ 1 space. Limit groups are relatively hyperbolic with respect to abelian groups [Ali05] , so this is another collection of relatively hyperbolic groups for which the embedding question is answered.
Before presenting the results of this paper we make a useful definition which will characterise the functions we obtain as lower bounds. It is essentially Tessera's property, but with some local assumption which is necessary for our direct methods. We will call a function f : N → R ≥0 concave if f is non-decreasing and for all m, n ∈ N with n ≥ m:
This is modelled on the usual concavity condition f ′′ ≤ 0 given for smooth functions.
is nondecreasing for all n sufficiently large.
We observe here that for all ǫ > 0 and all p > 1 f (n) = n (log 2 (n + 2)(log 2 log 2 ) 1+ǫ (n + 2)) 
The obvious candidate would be g(n) = n(log(n + 2))
The main results of this paper is the following. Let X be the 0-skeleton of an asymptotically tree-graded simplicial graph with bounded vertex degree. Let the collection of pieces be A = {A i | i ∈ I } and let p > 1. Suppose we have a concave function ρ ′ : R ≥0 → R ≥0 and 1-Lipschitz
Then for every function f : N → R ≥0 with property (C c p ), there is a Lipschitz coarse embedding φ from X to an ℓ p space such that ρ(n) min{f (n), ρ ′ (n)}.
This yields the result promised by the title.
Corollary 2. (cf. 4.9)
Let G be a finitely generated group which is hyperbolic relative to a collection of subgroups {H i }. Given any p > 1, any collection of Lipschitz coarse embeddings of the H i into ℓ p spaces with associated concave compression functions ρ i and any function f with property (C c p ) there is a Lipschitz coarse embedding of G with
Every relatively hyperbolic group is the 0-skeleton an asymptotically tree-graded simplicial graph [DS05] , where each piece is quasi-isometric to one of the H i , which are undistorted. Then the result follows from theorem 1.
In particular, we obtain an embedding result for all closed 3-manifolds.
Corollary 3. Let M be a closed 3-manifold, then for all p > 1 and all f satisfying property (C c p ), there exists a Lipschitz coarse embedding π 1 (M ) into some ℓ p space, such that ρ f.
Proof:
Consider first the geometric manifolds. The fundamental groups of these are quasi-isometric to one of eight Thurston geometries, of which only Nil and Sol need worrying about. Both are polycyclic, locally compact and compactly generated, so we are done by Tessera's result, [Tes11] , theorem 1.
In the non-geometric case, we decompose the manifold along tori using the Geometrisation Theorem, ([Per02] , [Per03] , [CZ06a] , [CZ06b] , [KL08] , [MT07] , [MT08] ). If M has no hyperbolic part then it is a graph manifold and Smirnov, [Smi10] , proves this has finite Assouad-Nagata dimension. Applying Gal's result [Gal08] gives for each f with Tessera's property (C p ), a Lipschitz coarse embedding of such a space with ρ f.
Finally, if it has a hyperbolic part, then π 1 (M ) is hyperbolic relative to the fundamental groups of a finite collection of graph manifolds, tori and Klein bottles, [Dah03a] . The fundamental group of the Klein bottle is polycyclic, so using Tessera's result again and applying corollary 2 completes the result.
By way of complete contrast, Sapir [Sap11] proves the existence of a closed aspherical 4-manifold M where π 1 (M ) coarsely contains expanders and hence admits no coarse embedding into any Hilbert space. This uses Gromov's proof [Gro00] of the existence of a group coarsely containing expanders.
We also obtain an estimate for L p compression.
Corollary 4. Let X be an asymptotically tree-graded simplicial graph of bounded degree and let {A i | i ∈ I } be a suitable choice of pieces. Suppose we are given a collection of Lipschitz coarse embeddings
) and a concave function ρ ′ such that for all i ∈ I and all x, y ∈ A i ,
For any p ∈ [1, ∞) and any countable set Y we may embed
. . } and define ψ Y on the basis of Dirac unit vectors {e y } as follows.
The remainder then follows by recalling the fact that
and applying theorem 1.
As a useful introduction to the techniques required in this paper, we first present proofs in the same guise for uniformly discrete hyperbolic spaces and tree-graded spaces, before embarking on the proof of theorem 1, which is more technical.
Hyperbolic metric spaces
Here we will provide a short self-contained method of embedding uniformly discrete hyperbolic metric spaces into ℓ p spaces, which is close to optimal when p ≥ 2.
As an aid to notation in this section we will define [[x, y] ] to be the set of all geodesics from x to y in a given metric space.
We first require the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be the 0-skeleton of a δ-hyperbolic graph and let e ∈ X. Then there exists some constant K = K(δ), such that for all n ≥ 3δ, for all x, y ∈ X with d(x, e) ≥ n and
Proof: We use the Rips definition of hyperbolicity, so in a geodesic triangle any edge is contained in the union of the δ neighbourhoods of the other two. Select p ∈ g([n, 2n]), if p lies within the δ neighbourhood of g 0 then we are done as a sufficiently close point must lie within the required range.
Alternately, if p does not lie within the δ neighbourhood of g 0 , then it must lie within the δ neighbourhood of any geodesic in
Let z be a point on some geodesic in
which is a contradiction as n ≥ 3δ.
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a countable uniformly discrete δ-hyperbolic metric space with bounded geometry. Then for each concave function f with property (C p ) there exists a Lipschitz coarse embedding φ : X → n∈N ℓ p (X) with ρ f − C.
Proof:
We can reduce our problem to the case where X is the 0-skeleton of a connected simplicial graph, using [Tu01, Lemmas 4.1 and 7.3]. As X has bounded geometry we can define N (k) to be a bound on the cardinality of any ball of radius k.
Fix a basepoint e ∈ X. We define the set of restricted geodesics
We define F x,k,n to be the rest of all points in X lying on some g ∈ G x,k,n but not in B 3δ (e) and set F (x, k, n) to be the characteristic function of F x,k,n . We use the bounded geometry of X to ensure F (x, k, n) ∈ ℓ p (X).
Next define
The following three lemmas provide bounds on the p-norms of these functions.
Lemma 2.3. There exists some constant C such that for all x ∈ X, k ≤ n 4
and n ∈ N \ {0} with d(x, e) ≥ 2n,
The first inequality is obvious as |F x,k,n | ≥ n − 3δ. For the second we use lemma 2.1 and the bounded geometry of X,
This upper bound does not rely on the fact that d(x, e) ≥ 2n.
Switching x and y in the above argument we conclude that
as required. Notice we have made no assumption that
Proof: For the lower bound on H(x, n) p p we notice that given any fixed
Hence, the function H(x, n) has at least n − 3δ points on which it takes value at least 1 4 , so the lower bound is justified. As an upper bound,
With these three lemmata we are now in a position to define our embedding φ : X → n ℓ p (X).
To show φ is Lipschitz, consider x, y ∈ X with d(x, y) ≤ R. Then, using lemma 2.4:
But then we notice that as f is concave f (2
as f has property (C p ).
For the lower bound on φ, consider two distinct points x, y ∈ X, with at least one of d(x, e), d(y, e) > 6δ and compute their Gromov product (x, y) e . Set k x = ⌊log 2 (d(x, e) − (x, y) e )⌋ and k y = ⌊log 2 (d(y, e) − (x, y) e )⌋.
Doing this we obtain a constant c = c(δ) such that
Thus we can see that d(x, y) ≍ max{2 kx , 2 ky } uniformly. Without loss of generality, we assume k x ≥ k y .
Then, by lemma 2.5
The final step here is due to the concavity of f .
3 Amalgamated products and HNN extensions over finite groups
In this section, we prove that the compression exponent of amalgamated products and HNN extensions over finite groups are exactly as expected, depending only on the compression of the initial groups.
Definition 3.1. Let Γ be the 0-skeleton of a geodesic metric space with bounded vertex degree. We define a tree-grading of Γ (in the sense of Druţu and Sapir, [DS05]), to be a collection of non-empty subsets
with the following properties:
(i) every vertex and every simple loop of Γ is contained in some Γ i ,
In particular, we may consider the Cayley graph of a free product of two finitely generated groups.
At this point we fix some notation for paths in Γ. By |p| we mean the edge length of the path p. The initial vertex of p is denoted ι(p) and the terminal vertex τ (p). Define e i to be the unique closest point to e in Γ i . Notice that if
For each such tree-graded metric space Γ with a basepoint e we define a quasiisometric tree-graded simplicial graph Γ ′ with set of pieces {Γ ′ i } and basepoint e ′ satisfying the additional property that any two pieces are disjoint.
To achieve this we build Γ ′ from the disjoint union of spaces i {Γ i } ⊔ {e ′ } as follows. Given two pieces Γ i , Γ j , we attach an edge between the unique pair of points at distance precisely d(Γ i , Γ j ) if and only if this value is at most 1 in Γ and d(e, e i ) = d(e, e j ). Finally we add a new vertex e ′ and add the edge ee ′ and define the {e ′ } to be a element of {Γ ′ i }. This transformation can be achieved by a quasi-isometry.
The following picture illuminates both definition 3.1 and this process. Each loop and each black dot not lying on a loop represents a piece. In return for doing this additional messing around we obtain the following structure property.
For each vertex y we fix a geodesic p(y) between e and y and can write it as p(y) = y j1 y j1 y j2 y j2 . . . y jn y jn with the following restrictions:
(i) ι(y j1 ) = e ′ and τ (y jn ) = y,
(ii) for each l, the path y j l lies entirely in one piece Γ j l , (note |y j l | may be 0), (iii) y ji is a path of length 1 with endpoints in two distinct pieces.
Notice that due to adding a new basepoint e ′ in the construction of Γ ′ we ensure the third condition is satisfied by y j1 .
In what follows we will assume any tree-graded graph takes this form. Before stating the result, we will require the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a finite subset of N such that M = {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m 2k } with m i < m i+1 and m 1 ≥ 1.
Let p > 1 and let f : N → R ≥0 be a concave function such that
Proof: For ease of notation we set m =
The result then follows from the method in [Tes11] , theorem 7.3. We advertised a self-contained document so relate the details here.
We rewrite
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a finite subset of N such that M = {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m 2k } with m i < m i+1 and m 1 ≥ 1.
Let p > 1 and let f : N → R ≥0 be a concave function with property (C p ). Then there exists some uniform constant C such that
Proof: As f is concave
which is uniformly bounded as f has property (C p ).
For the second part just notice that
and as f is nondecreasing,
With these two lemmata complete, we state our next theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let Γ be the 0-skeleton of a simplicial graph. Suppose Γ admits a tree-grading P = {Γ i } i∈I and fix a basepoint e and some p ∈ [1, ∞). Suppose also that we are provided a concave function ρ ′ : R 
If p = 1 there is a Lipschitz coarse embedding φ of X into an ℓ p space with ρ ρ ′ .
For p > 1, given any function f : N → R ≥0 satisfying (C c p ) there is a Lipschitz coarse embedding φ of X into an ℓ p space with ρ(n) min {ρ ′ (n), f (n)} .
As stated above, we may quasi-isometrically transform Γ so that it is in the desired form. Without loss of generality we may translate each ψ i so that ψ i (e i ) = 0.
With ease of notation in mind we denote by y j l the path y j l y j l . . . y jn y jn , we write
(the last equality following from the fact that ι(y j l ) = e j l ) and finally set
We are now ready to define the embedding φ :
For x ∈ Γ we set (φ(y))(x) = wt l (y)δ(x) if x = ι(y j l ), 0 otherwise.
While for i ∈ I we set
Here δ(x) is just the unit vector in the ℓ p (Γ) corresponding to the characteristic function of {x}. This embedding emphasises the tree-like structure of Γ, but in such a way that pieces are not additionally distorted.
In order to complete the proof, we now prove that this embedding satisfies the following inequalities:
Given two vertices y and z, with corresponding chosen shortest paths p(y) = y j1 y j1 y j1 . . . y jn−1 y jn and p(z) = z k1 z k1 z k1 . . . z km−1 z km we set i = i(y, z) to be such that τ (y j l ) = τ (z k l ) for all l ≤ i but the next part of the path differs, i.e. τ (y ji+1 ) = τ (z ki+1 ). Notice that by construction y j1 , z k1 are equal as paths.
In doing so, we may split φ(y) − φ(z) in to three parts, which we will call the root R, the split S and the tail T .
Suppose d(x, y) ≤ 1. Then T = 0, moreover, as f is concave
Therefore we need only provide a uniform bound on R p . If p = 1, then R = 0, so we are left with the case p > 1.
is a non-decreasing function for n sufficiently large,
n+1 , justifying the penultimate inequality. The final inequality comes from lemma 3.3.
Step 2: Here we show φ(y) − φ(z) p ρ(d Γ (y, z)) for y = z.
Firstly, notice that When p > 1, we use lemma 3.2 to deduce,
Without loss of generality we may assume y ji+2 ≥ z ki+2 , so as f is concave,
Corollary 3.5. Let G and H be finitely generated groups and let F be a finite subgroup of G and H. Then for all p > 1, all concave functions ρ G and ρ H which come from Lipschitz coarse embeddings of G and H into ℓ p spaces respectively and all functions f with property (C c p ) there exist Lipschitz coarse embeddings of
When p = 1 the above equations hold with f (n) = n.
It is an obvious corollary of the previous theorem that (i) holds whenever F is the trivial group.
If G and H are both finite, then G * F H and HNN(G, F ) are both hyperbolic by [Gro87] , so the result holds. If G is infinite then HNN(G, F ) is quasi-isometric to G * Z, similarly, if at least one of G or H is infinite then G * F H is quasi-isometric to G * H. Both these results are due to [PW02] . Z isometrically embeds into any ℓ p space, so we may choose ρ Z (n) = n, completing the result.
Relatively hyperbolic groups
Let X be the 0-skeleton of a simplicial graph with uniformly bounded valency, let {A i | i ∈ I } be a countable collection of subsets of X. Fixing a basepoint e ∈ X, we introduce the following notation. For all g ′ ∈ G and any j ∈ I with l j (g ′ ) ≥ 5K,
(vi) We define the set I x (K) to be the set of i ∈ I such that
We make a particular point of emphasising here that by (v), for all K and all pairs of points x, y with d(x, y) ≤ R,
Definition 4.1. The collection X
The 0-skeleton X of some simplicial graph of uniformly bounded valency equipped with a basepoint e lies in the collection X if there is a covering of X by subsets A = {A i | i ∈ I } ⊆ P(X) and a constant K = K(X) with the following properties:
(iv) Let x, y ∈ X be such that there exists some
Note that (i) implies I is countable. From parts (iii) and (iv) it follows immediately that both the values |d(x, A i ) − d(y, A i )| and l i (g x ) − l i (g y ) are also uniformly bounded under the hypotheses of (iv) so we increase K, if necessary, to be at least as large as these bounds.
Of course, we can think of X as the closure of the set of spaces satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) up to quasi-isometry, as we are looking only to calculate quasi-isometry invariants. Let X ∈ X and let a collection of subsets {A i } i∈I and constant K = K(X) be suitable for the definition with respect to some basepoint e. Suppose we are provided 1-Lipschitz embeddings ψ i :
then, for all p > 1 and all functions f : N → R ≥0 with property (C c p ) there exists a Lipschitz coarse embedding φ from X to some ℓ p space such that for all x, y ∈ X, ρ(n) min{ρ ′ (n), f (n)}.
Proof:
We define e i to be some closest point of A i to e, by condition (iii) of definition 4.1, the diameter of the set of possible choices for e i is at most K. Without loss of generality we may assume ψ i (e i ) = 0 for each i ∈ I. As the constant K is now fixed we will write I x and I ′ x in place of I x (K) and I ′ x (K) respectively. Similarly, we drop the K in the notation ∂ K i . For each i ∈ I ′ x , we define functions F i (x, k) ∈ ℓ p (X) as follows:
As a useful shorthand we set d x,i (y) = min{d(x, A i ), d X (y, e i ) + 1}. We then define
The following three lemmas (mirroring lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) provide useful information on these new objects.
Proof: By assumption, g|
, so the first bound is satisfied.
For the second bound,
The final bound holds as X has uniformly bounded valency and the diameter of ∂ i (G x,k ) is at most K, 4.1(iv). 
The upper bound follows from lemma 4.4, as g|
, so
For the lower bound, we evaluate the contribution to H i (x) p coming from
Lemma 4.6. There exists some constant C > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ X
We first bound the absolute value of
y then H i (y) = 0, and n x,i (a) ≤ 2. Again, we use the fact that ∂ i (G y, A i ) ). Therefore
Finally, combining these observations we have
By the triangle inequality, we can bound this from above by
Applying all the previous deductions and noticing that n x,i (a) ≤ d(x, A i ) we obtain a uniform constant C ′ such that
Finally, we use definition 4.1(iv) to deduce that
is uniformly bounded and the lemma follows.
We are now ready to define the first part of our embedding:
Lemma 4.7. φ s : X → ℓ p (X) is Lipschitz for all p > 1.
Proof: Consider two points x, y ∈ X with d(x, y) ≤ 1.
Firstly, suppose i ∈ I ′ x \ I ′ y . Then by lemma 4.6,
The case i ∈ I ′ y \ I ′ x is treated similarly and as |d(x,
By the triangle inequality, the contribution made to φ
is non-decreasing we may use the same argument as in the tree-graded case to deduce that ( † 2 ) is bounded from above (up to some uniform multiplicative constant) by
Also, by lemma 4.5 and the fact that f is concave, ( † 1 ) is bounded from above (up to some uniform multiplicative constant) by
which is uniformly bounded. (The additional +1 in the denominator here is just to cover the situation where d(x, A i ) = 0 for some i ∈ I ′ y .) To see this recall that there is a uniform bound on the number of pieces any point can lie in 4.1(i) and a uniform bound on the cardinality of the subset of I x with d(x, A i ) = n, 4.1(ii). Combining these we can partition I ′ x ∪ I ′ y into 2K subsets so that the above sum restricted to any such subset satisfies the hypotheses of lemma 3.3.
For the second part of the embedding we make a complementary construction, using the existing embeddings of pieces (ψ i ) i∈I .
Recall that we made the convention ψ i (e i ) = 0 for each i ∈ I.
We then proceed towards the definition of the second part of the embedding.
Following the usual averaging procedure, we now set
The second part of the embedding φ l : X → i∈I ℓ p (X i ) is defined as
Lemma 4.8. For all p > 1, φ l is Lipschitz.
Let x, y ∈ X \ B 3K (e) with d(x, y) ≤ 1. We show that for each i ∈ I x ∪ I y ,
for some C > 0 not depending on i. This suffices by 4.1(i),(ii).
Initially, suppose k x,i = a x,i and k y,i = a y,i . Then notice that the function
is non-negative and has ℓ 1 norm exactly 1, as
has ℓ 1 norm at most
for some uniform constant C ′ , and the sum of its entries is 0.
The second of these claims follows from the fact that this is a difference of nonnegative functions of ℓ 1 norm 1. For the first we use the same trick as in the hyperbolic proof to prove |k x,i − k yi | is uniformly bounded.
has uniformly bounded cardinality, so |k x,i − k y,i | is uniformly bounded by a constant we will label C ′′ during the remainder of the proof of this lemma.
), the contribution to ( † 3 ) coming from a is at most
In particular, |n x,i (a) − n y,i (a)| ≤ 1 and n y,i (a) ≤ k y,i , so
with the final step coming from the fact that k
. Now we return our attention to H ′ i (x) − H ′ i (y), which we deduce from our previous arguments can be written in the following way:
where each b n ∈ ∂ i (G 
Again writing H
we see that as each ψ i is 1-Lipschitz,
completing the lemma. Now we are ready to prove the theorem using the embedding
This is Lipschitz by lemmas 4.7 and 4.8.
Consider x, y ∈ X with d(x, y) ≥ CK (C is chosen such that ρ ′ (CK) ≥ 35K and C ≥ 35). Set x y to be the closest point p x,y on g x to e such that d(p x,y , g y ) ≥ 5K and define y x similarly. Notice that if x y , y x ∈ C(A i ) for some i, then that i is unique, as any g ∈ [[x y , y x ]] is entirely contained in C(A i ) and intersections of these sets have cardinality at most K, by definition 4.1(i). It suffices to show G ∈ X . Appendix A proves that G is asymptotically treegraded with respect to a collection of cosets, which we will label {Γ i | i ∈ I }. To satisfy property (i) we put each point not lying in such a coset into its own piece. Then A is the collection of all M -neighbourhoods of these pieces, where M is the constant obtained in the proof of the Rips' hyperbolicity of saturations, 4.27.
Property (i) then follows from theorem 4.1(α 1 ), as C(A) is contained in the M τ neighbourhood of A for each A ∈ A, with τ ≥ 2 the constant obtained in lemma 8.10.
Property (iii) is the conclusion of corollary 8.14. Finally (iv) follows from the Rips' hyperbolicity of saturations and the argument in lemma 2.1. Every A ∈ A is quasi-isometric to either a point, or one of the H i , so we do not need to worry about the ψ i being 1-Lipschitz, as there are only finitely many of them.
This corollary proves that X contains all asymptotically tree-graded uniformly discrete metric spaces with bounded geometry.
Question 4.10. Is every X ∈ X asymptotically tree-graded ?
